
 

Minutes of Meeting 
 

                                           Held on 

 

15th November, 2014 (Saturday) 

 

At 

 

TMA Hall, Thane Manufacturers Association, 

Wagle Estate, Thane 

 
  

 

 

 

 

  



 

Summary of Meeting  
 

Time                                                    : 6:00 to 8:00  

Total members attended                : 20 

Total Guest attended                       : 6 

Toast Master of the Day (TMOD)  : TM Terrance 

Ah Counter                                        : TM Swapnali 

Timer                                                  : TM Shravanti 

Grammarian                                      : TM Valerie 

General Evaluator                            : TM Karaan 

Table Topics Master                        : TM Vishwajeet 

Word of the day                               : Dubious 

Theme of the day                             : Retirement Planning 

 

                                                                                                                                             

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Details of the meeting  
 
On this lovely Saturday Evening 
We entered the 85th meeting of the Thane Toastmasters club.  
This was also the 2nd meeting on a Saturday, after the phenomenal success of 
The first meeting held on 1st November Saturday.  
 

Club President Terrance initiated the session with an activity, which served as a nice PT exercise for 
crowd. 
 
In the absence of our Sergeant-at-arms Amoli, her buddy SAA TM Nidhin took over the session.  
He narrated the mission of the Toastmasters.  

 

 

Toastmaster of the Day (TMOD) TM Terrance then took over the rest of the session. 
The theme of the day was retirement planning. 

 

 

TM Terrance classified life into 3 stages: 

0-25 years (dreaming and acquiring age): dependant on their parents, the age where you can acquire skills. 

25-60 years (crucial age): If you labor now, then future is prosperous, if you waste it, then there is a chance to face crises in 

your life. 

60-85 years (giving? or taking?): How well you spent your life will decide whether you will give value to your children or 

take money from them to manage your expenses. 

After a brief introduction to the theme, the Ah counter TM Swapnali, Timer Shravanti, Table Topics Master TM Vishwajeet 

and Grammarian TM Valerie were introduced.  

Prepared speech section  
Speaker 1, TM Anjali gave her P1 speech.  

The manager in Axis bank narrated her entire life from childhood to 

adulthood, in less than 7 minutes!  

In her life, it is the journey and not the destination which is important 

and she believes that life will be fruitful as long as one works hard. She 

has managed to achieve the perfect balance in both personal and 

professional life, thanks to her Mother-in-law.TM Anjali received a 

standing ovation on successful completion of Project 1.  

                                                    Her speech was evaluated by TM Vishwanath. 



Speaker 2, TM Girish delivered his P1 speech 

TM Girish began by giving, the meaning of his name, which is “lord of the mountains”. The 

assistant program manager, whose greatest fear is dancing in dussehra, was a very shy child 

but a girl managed to bring a drastic change in his life and he 

became a lord, in true sense!  

In college, Girish and his friend’s pursuit of finding a good girl 

ended in vain. In his professional life he worked hard and it paid 

him off when he was promoted to assistant project manager. He 

believes that conviction and hard work will definitely bring success.  

He received a standing ovation on successful completion of Project 1. This interesting speech was 

evaluated by TM Bhaskar. 

 

Speaker 3, TM Yashpal delivered his P2 speech titled “Sharpen your axe”.  

TM Yashpal narrated the story of Jack who despite working hard all day was paid less than 

tom. Upon asking tom he said that for every two hours he works he spends another hour 

to sharpen his axe.  

The lesson in this speech was that one should always 

brush up his skills to build potential, as it helps in 

becoming more effective and efficient in work.  

 

This wonderful speech was evaluated by TM Sriram.   

 

 Speaker 4, TM Ninad delivered his P4 speech titled “Farmingham”.  

Our guest speaker from San Francisco Bay Area started, by saying that 

communicable were number 1 killer in US but after discovery of 

pencillin, communicable diseases were reduced extensively. This 

discovery also gave rise to a pill mentality in Americans. Now, heart 

attack had become a major problem for Americans. A 50 year long 

research was conducted in the town of farmingham to know the 

causes of heart attack, but farmingham being a calm and a relaxed 

place to live, stress being a contributor in causing heart attack was not 

found!.  

If it were a city like New York then stress would have been the major cause of heart attack. He ended, 

by saying to deal with stress there is no pill, no magic bullet, but the key to tackle stress lies in 

practicing yoga. Yoga doesn’t take time; it gives you time, time to live longer. So practice yoga and get 

rid of stress was his mantra to all of us.  

This wonderful speech was evaluated by TM Sriram.  



 

Speaker 5, TM Bhaskar delivered his ACB speech titled “Monk”.  

He narrated the story of two monks in himalaya who embarked on a 

journey to reach their monastery. On their journey they meet 

beautiful women who needed help to cross the river. The older monk 

agreed to carry her on his shoulder and carried her across the river. 

The younger monk felt disgusted, he kept brooding about it, after 

sometime he confronted the older monk and told him that it is 

against the rules to touch women, let alone carry her on back. The 

older monk replied “I set her down on the other side of the river but 

why do you continue to carry her on your mind? “.The younger monk 

realized his mistake and apologized. It was a lesson well learnt.  

This speech with a powerful message was evaluated by TM Karaan. 

 

Table Topics section  
 

TM Vishwajeet then took over the session as the Table topics Master. The theme of table topics was “Sales pitch” the 

members who are called upon the stage will have to pick an item and then sell it to the people. 

 

 Speaker 1, TM Rohit 

Topic:  Sell Vim 

 Speaker 2, TM Abhijeet 

Topic: Sell Tissue  

Speaker 3, Gouri 

Topic: Sell Tomato 

Speaker 4, TM Vinayak 

Topic: Sell Vicks 

Speaker 5, TM Sriram 

Topic: Sell Sanitizer 

 

 



 

TMOD TM Terrance had some interesting reports and insights to show, here is a glimpse of some of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following this, TM Karaan provided his General Evaluations.  

The Timer, Grammarian, Table topics evaluator and Ah counter provided their feedbacks.  

Our president then called upon the guests for their valuable feedback and experience during the course of the session. 

 

 

The Winners were declared ….  



 

 

  

 

 

                                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to All the Winners! 

                     TM Yashpal                   TM Sriram                     TM Sriram 


